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Excellent teaching and learning from around the academy

Feature of the Month - Hannah Gregory's Escape Room
My escape room lesson was made to engage learners in assessment preparation so that they were
absolutely clear on what they needed to include in a 16 mark essay question. I created 8 tasks using
language structures that linked to the higher grade bands in the exam speci cation. Students were
given a clue to nd the rst task and from there the pace was accelerated owing to student
engagement. Students recorded each task on an a3 sheet and this would become their revision
materials for the writing assessment. Students worked collaboratively throughout and all students on

the fasted to nish table had to have information recorded before we could hear the next clue. To
ensure maximum participation, once one table had completed the rst task, the second clue was read
and so on. All students were invited to nd each task to keep the momentum and to keep the element
of competition. Even if students were slower to complete the task, they still had the option to answer
and nd the clues and participate thus keeping all focused. Once all clues were given and tasks
complete, the winning table broke free from my classroom bursting through tissue paper streamers
locking them in. Students had to solve the clue rhymes in English to locate the tasks. Some tasks with
locked away with a padlock with too many keys to open to get to the task which added more fun to
the challenge. As a result of the lesson, there was absolute clarity on the requirement for the
assessment and all students have performed well as a result.

Collaborative Structures

Buzz and Go FCO

Transferable Skills
- DBT

Pair and Swap RSH

Fran introduced Buzz and
Go as Collaborative Strategy

Dan demonstrated how
Transferable Skills is an

At the beginning of the year
Rachel asked staff to record

of the week by asking groups
to record what they knew
about key themes from the
play that shall not be named.

excellent strategy to help
students to build up their
con dence in tackling
di cult questions in Maths.

5 questions they knew the
answers to from a lesson
taught this week, staff then
attempted to answer each
others questions, if they got
it correct they won the post
it.

Getting the most out of boys

Suggested strategy of the month:
Move towards enquiry based learning by giving your lessons engaging and memorable titles.
Instead of 'World War One' call your topic 'How did 2 bullets cause 20 million deaths?'
Starting with a ‘scenario’ and with the guidance of a facilitator, students identify their own issues and
questions. They then examine the resources they need to research the topic, thereby acquiring the
requisite knowledge. Knowledge so gained is more readily retained because it has been acquired by
experience and in relation to a real problem. Enquiry based learning will help to hook male learners in
and they will be more likely to see the purpose of the tasks set.

Literacy Resource
Wonderful when introducing
a key word. Students record
the key word at the centre of
the sheet, in the boxes
surrounding it they write it's
de nition, they use it in a
sentence, record a synonym
and nally draw a picture to
represent it. Vocabulary
Square is available to

Questioning
Resource

Thinking Hard
Strategy

This resource can be used

Visual hexagons can be used

for teachers to plan their

to get students moving on to

questions or for students to
create their own questions

higher order thinking skills
faster. Here students are to

based on stimulus material eg an engaging image.

identify the factor shown in
the image, explain it's impact

Download the resource here.

then illustrate how one
factor links to another.

download here.

T&L Book of the
Month

App of the Month
Explain Everything is an

Follow on Twitter
@ICTEvangelist

Mark. Plan. Teach: save time,
reduce workload and impact

interactive online
whiteboard. Upload your

Mark Anderson: Awardwinning Educator, focuses

learning.
Buy from amazon here

presentations and talk over
the images to create short
videos for your students.

on the use of ICT in the
classroom.

T&L Support Drop-Ins
Need help develop your teaching and learning? Want to know how to use collaborative learning
structures effectively in your lessons? Looking to develop your differentiation or questioning

strategies? The Deep Learning team will be available to offer support every Monday and Thursday
night in the Teacher Hub - stop by and pay us a visit!
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